Rotational spectra of the four main isotopomers of ClClOz which together span the quantum numbers 10 5 J 5 77 and 0 5 K, 5 34 have-been studied in selected regions between 10 and 417 GHz. The in situ syntheses using reactions between FClO2 and either HCl or BC13 are described. Rotational and centrifugal distortion constants have been derived and used for structure and harmonic force field calculations. The quadrupole coupling constants for both C1 nuclei have been determined and the molecular dipole moment has been derived from low field Stark effect measurements in the submillimeter region. The results are discussed in relationship to published results from a matrix-isolation study, from theoretical calculations, and from studies of related molecules.
I. INTRODUCTION
Chlorine oxides are important intermediates in the atmospheric degradation of chlorofluorocarbons and other chlorine-containing compounds leading to catalytic ozone destruction. Molina and Molina' proposed a catalytic cycle involving the C10 dimerization as playing a key role in the formation of the Antarctic ozone hole. They considered two possible products, dichlorine peroxide, ClOOC1, and chlorine chlorite, ClOClO; they suggested that only the former would contribute to net ozone loss. Ab initio calculations yielded three minima on the C1202 potential energy surface,' and high level calculations indicate chloryl chloride, ClC102, and ClOOCl to be of similar stability, whereas ClOClO is approximately 40 kJ mol-' less table.^ Birk et al.4 observed the rotational spectra of the products of the C10 self reaction carried out in He at 220 K and total pressures of about 4 Torr. They found ClOOCl as only identifiable d b e r product under those conditions and they derived its structure. Soon thereafter, Muller and Willner succeeded in the synthesis of ClC102. They used IR and UV/vis spectroscopy to characterize this molecule in rare gas matrices5 and in the gas p h a~e ,~l~ determined its structure using isotopic shifts of u5 and vg, and calculated its harmonic force field. Vibrational spectra and the photochemistry of all three C1202 isomers isolated in Ar matrices were reported by Jacobs et aL7
More recently, the formation of ClClOz was reported in the C10 self reaction on ice8 and in the photochemistry of OClO in iceg and on ice.1° These findings were taken as indications that ClC102 may be formed in the heterogeneous processes taking place in and on polar stratospheric cloud particles.
The initial experiments to record its microwave spectrum were carried out at the University of Tubingen in conjunction with the work reported in Refs. 5 and 6 , but an assignment was not achieved. The rotational spectrum of ClClO;! was later studied at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) as part of a program to provide a microwave to submillimeter spectroscopic data base of molecules potentially important in the upper atmo~pherell"~ and to determine molecular properties that may influence chemical behavior.
Preliminary results obtained at JPL on the submillimeter spectra of the three most abundant isotopomers of ClClOz and a derived structure have been published previou~ly.'~ This study utilizes additional millimeter and submillimeter data as well as assignments of the initial Tubingen data. Spectra of the four main isotopomers of ClClOz in their ground vibrational states have been fit. An extensive set of rotational and centrifugal distortion constants are reported as well as the nuclear quadrupole coupling constants for both C1 nuclei and the molecular electric dipole moment.
Ground-state effective, average, and equilibrium structural parameters as well as the harmonic force constants were derived from these data and those of earlier ~t u d i e s .~~~ ')Present address: I. Physikalisches Institut, Universitat zu Koln, D-50937 Koln, Germany
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Cuutiorl ! Alt,hough 110 cxplosion occured i n the coursc of our studies, ClF:I, OC10, ancl FCIOa should be hantiled only with proper safety precautions and in millimolar quantities. The contact of thcse substances with organic or other oxidizable material may lead to explosive reactions.
ClClOz is prepared best by reacting FC102 with a volatile chloride in situ and passing the products through the absorption ell.^!^ At the university of Tubingen, FC102 w s prepared from OClO and F2,5 and a commercial sample of BC13 was used as the chloride. Roughly equivalent amounts of FClOa and BC13 were flowed through a UV-spectrometer into the microwave absorption cell at total pressures around 2 Pa and at a cell temperature of 243 K. The strong 296 nm absorption of ClC1026v7 was used to optimize the flow conditions of the precursors. The microwave spectrometer in Tubingen is a standard Stark modulated (50 kHz) spectrometer using phase-locked BWOs as sources. Spectra were recorded in the ranges Td-20 and 27-39 GHz. Initially, low J a-and C-type lines were specifically searched for, guided by various ab initio calculation^.^*^^^^ Because of strong OClO lines and lines of unreacted FClO2, no unambiguous assignment was made. Later, larger regions of the spectrum were recorded at a higher speed than normally used in order to achieve a large coverage of the microwave region. The accurately known frequencies of the ever present OClO lines'* were used to correct for any offset caused by rapid scans in one direction.
Although it appears that the yield of ClCl02 was low, a significant number of transitions were eventually assigned.
At JPL, FClO2 was prepared from ClF3 and KC103. The reaction was carried out in a glass container at 273 K over night. In contrast to the syntheses described in Ref.
16, which were carried out in metal containers, 0 2 was not a significant product in our experiments. A commercial sample of HC1 was used as the chloride. The halogen exchange reaction was carried out using a flow system in which a relatively high pressure reaction region at several tens of Pascal was separated by a pinhole from the observation region which was in the 1 Pa range. This is similar t o the flow systems described in Refs. 4, 17. Initial submillimeter observations showed that with this apparatus it was difficult at room temperature to achieve high yields of ClC102 with low consumptions of precursors. Large amounts of unreacted FC102 remained even if significant amounts of OClO were already observable because of the decomposition of ClC102. Subsequently, conditions for ClC102 production were optimized by monitoring its strong absorption at 296 nm6y7 in the absorption cell used for rotational spectroscopy. It was found that at temperatures slightly below room temperature and at constant, slow flows of FClO2 and HC1 the amount of FC102 decreased while that of ClC102 increased much more than that of OC10. Below -250 K the amount of ClC102 decreased, and below "240 K OClO was the only observable product. Absorptions of HC1 and HF were not monitored. Best results were obtained when approximately stoichiometric amounts of FC102 and HC1 were mixed in a -1 m long, 2.5 cm i.d. reactor at pressures of 10-30 Pa, and the products were expanded through a -1.5 mm pinhole into the 1 m long, 7.3 cm i.d. double path absorption cell. Both reactor and absorption cell were kept at -255 K. The pumping speed was adjusted to keep the pressure in the absorption cell in the 1 Pa range; the residence time was of the order of 5 s. Under these conditions up to 30 % of the total pressure was due to CIC102. The spectrometer has been described by Fried1 et al. 17 Phase-locked klystrons operating near 100 GHz were used as sources. Diode detectors were used for fundamental frequencies, and a liquid He-cooled InSb hot electron bolometer was used to.detect harmonics. The entire region between 378.5 and 395.0 GHz was scanned. Additional measurements were made between 94.5 and 131.3 GHz, near 290 GHz, and between 365 and 417 GHz. Two Stark plates, consisting of 0.953 m long, 54.8 mm wide, and 6.35 mm thick aluminum bars 25.4 mm apart, were mounted inside the absorption cell for dipole measurements of ClCl02 in the submillimeter region.
In order to eliminate OClO lines from consideration, published line positions as well as unpublished data from J P L for the (000), (OlO), (020), (loo), and (001) vibrational state were analyzed'' and used for predictions. Lines of FClO2 in the reaction mixture were identified by recording each section of the spectrum both with pure FC102 and with the reaction mixture. The FClO2 data were used with previouslg and additional measurements to obtain new and improved spectroscopic constants for its ground vibrational state.20
RESULTS

A. Observed Spectra and Analysis
The pyramidal ClCl02 is an asymmetric, prolate top with IC = -0.7598 for 35C13sC102. It has C, symmetry with a large dipole component along the c axis and a smaller one along the a axis.
Initial simulations of the rotational spectrum of ClC102 were made using the structural parameters and the harmonic force field from the matrix-isolation study5 to derive rotational constants and quartic centrifugal distortion constants.
Itlitid C1 I~I I C~C~~ quadnlpolc coupling constants [r("CCl)=r("C1)=3/2] were taker1 from an nb znitzo calculation.15 Predictions and fittings of the spectra were done with Picltett's programs SPCAT x l d SPFIT.')' R.ecortling the ClClO:! subrx~illimeter spectrum provides opportunities for pattern recognition that are not readily available in the MW region. Large sections of the spectrum can be recorded in comparatively short time, the strongest transitions are rR-type trarlsitions in contrast to 'Q-, PR, and 'P-type transitions, and the quadrupole patterns are in general more compact than those of the low J transitions which where sought in the original MW studies. A section of the submillimeter spectrum of ClCl02 is shown in Fig. 1 .
In the region near 400 GHz, the strongest features belong to high K , C-type 'R-branches. These are among the strongest transitions in the entire rotational spectrum. Because A -( B + C)/2 M B + C, some clustering of strong 'R-type transitions with the same value of J + 2K, occurs at high K,. This facilitates the identification of different series once one has been identified. Since ClC102 is a fairly asymmetric top, the spacing between two successive transitions of one branch decreases fairly rapidly with l*reasing
This was an important criterion for assigning K , quantum numbers to the identified sequences of transitions. In addition, the quadrupole splitting patterns are simple, but are sufficiently distinctive to facilitate the assignment. For J = K , the lines are very narrow and particularly intense. For increasing J or decreasing K , the transitions are observable first as broad lines and later as partially resolved doublets which permitted an estimate of X a a at the terminal C1 atom. Among the three sequences first identified, one was assigned to the ground vibrational state of the main isotopomer 35C135C102 because of its intensity, and it was extended to six consecutive members. Comparison with predicted spectra and some trial fits led to the correct assignment of the J f f = 24 -29 members of the K: = 16 'R-branch. Because of the .asymmetry of the molecule these transitions contained sufficient information for the determination of all three rotational constants which allowed the assignment of additional transitions and more precise determination of the molecular parameters.
Transitions near the oblate limit (Kc M J ) and Q-branch transitions (KO M 32) often appeared as widely spaced (2 2 MHz) doublets. The splitting depends primarily on xcc at the central C1 and X a a at the terminal C1, respectively.
Information on the remaining diagonal quadrupole coupling constants was contained in the few transitions near 400 GHz observed as quartets.
Rotational constants of 37C135C102 and 35C137C102 were predicted from a preliminary structure which was derived from the rotational constants of the main isotopomer and an estimate of r(C10). A harmonic force field calculation was performed with emphasis put on the reproduction of the quartic distortion constants of the main isotopomer in order t o derive values for the monosubstituted isotopomers. Initial sextic distortion constants were taken from the main isotopomer. The calculated quartic constants were actually quite close to their final values and some lines were found within a few megahertz of the predictions for both isotopomers. The assignments proceeded in a straightforward manner with the fits first freeing the rotational constants and finally freeing the higher order terms after a substantial number of lines had been included in the fits. Fewer transitions were observed f a the isotopomers with one 37Cl than for 35C135C102 due to their factor of -3 lower abundance.
Spectroscopic constants C37,37 of 37C137C102 were estimated by applying the changes between 35C135C102 and both 37C135C102 and 35C137C102 to the main isotopomer: c37,37 = c 3 7 , 3 5 + c35, 37 -c35,35 (1) Some transitions were found very close to the predictions. Because of the even lower abundance of 37C137C102 still fewer transitions were observed for this isotopomer. In the final fits only the rotational constants of 37C137C102 were released, whereas all other mechanical constants were constrained as described in Eq. (1). The final values of the rotational constants A , B , and C of 37C137C102 are only about 52, 255, and 524 kHz smaller than those calculated according to Eq. (l), thus justifying its use in calculating the less well determined distortion constants.
After essentially all of the observed C-type transitions had been assigned, some a-type R-branch lines could be identified tentatively. They were found very close to the predicted frequencies and had approximately the expected intensities. Because of their high quantum numbers ( J x 65) their predicted uncertainties were still several megahertz.
Their assignments were confirmed by additional measurements of a-type transitions in the millimeter region which had smaller uncertainties. Inclusion of a large number of these transitions with J's in the 50-70 range and K,'s from 0 to 33 resulted in a significant improvement in the precision of the parameters. Finally, additional measurements were made of transitions with relatively large quadrupole splitting in order to improve the quadrupole coupling constants; an example transition is shown in Fig. 2 .
All lines assigned in the Tubingen MW data had J 2 10. In general, the quadrupole splitting in the MW region was better determined than the absolute line positions. This was taken into account in the combined fit of the Tiibingen and JPL data.
In the course of our investigations absorptions of the Coriolis coupled 216 = 1 and 214 = 1 vibrational states have been identified and analyzed. These results will be presented separately.
Since the effects due to the terminal and central C1 dominate the quadrupole splitting for very high and very low K,,, respectively, it matters little which of the nuclear spin angular momenta is coupled to the rotational momentum .I first to yield the intermediate quantum number FL. Since the largest quadrupole constant for the terrrlirlal c1 is larger than the largest, one for the central C1, the following coupling scheme was errlployed:
In order to reduce the number of independent quadrupole coupling constants in the fit the isotopic ratios of the x's were fixed to the ratio 1.268877322 with small, fixed corrections applied to account for inertial axes rotation with isotopic substitution. This ratio holds if vibrational effects are neglected. The inertial axis systems of 37C135C102, 35C137C102, and 37C137C102 are rotated by about 0.08, QJ7, and 0.25", respectively, compared to the axis system of 35C135C102, as calculated from the structure. Differences from the quadrupolar axis systems to the respective inertial axis system were taken from a theoretical cal~ulation.'~ Thus, the total number of fitted quadrupole constants was reduced from 16 t o 4 with no significant degradation of the quality of the fit. The isotopic corrections to the quadrupole constants were not significantly determined in trial fits where they were released.
Selected transitions of 35C135C102 are given in Table I . Statistical information describing the transitions used in the final fit of ClC102 is given in Table 11 . The complete list of lines used in the final fit, their uncertainties, as well as their positions calculated from the final set of parameters is available from the Electronic Physics Auxiliary Publication Service (EPAPS) of the American Institute of Physics.23 A machine-readable list of 35C135C102, 37C135C102, and 35C137C102 frequencies (without hyperfine splitting), intensities, and assignments is available online in the JPL Submillimeter, Millimeter, and Microwave Line Catalog (http://spe~.jpl.nasa.gov)."-~~ The spectroscopic constants are given in Table 111 .
B. Dipole Moment
The Stark effect measurements were made at JPL in the submillimeter region under weak field conditions using the intensity weighted average of the unresolved Stark components. As long as the shifts of the individual Stark components were within a linewidth of the intensity weighted average, the measured shifts were proportional to the square of the applied fields.
In these experiments the polarization of the millimeter waves with respect to the applied electric field was not determined. However, the rooftop reflector used to obtain two passes through the sample also rotates the plane of polarization of the reflected radiation by 90". Therefore, it is reasonable tb 'assume that the the Stark shifted Because the distribution of microwave power in the sample cell is a function of frequency and not well controlled and because the applied field is not very homogeneous, the transitions which are used for calibration should be preferrably in the same frequency region as those used for the dipole determination. While this method is not as accurate or precise as measurements of individual components, it is quite useful when more conventional techniques are unavailable.
The 2 7~, 2~ -2 7 2 ,~~ transition of the ground and v2 = 1 states of S0224725 near 385.0 and 391.8 GHz were used for calibration. Five transitions of F35C1021gJ0 were used t o determine its dipole moment for comparison with the previously reported values and as a demonstration of the validity of the method. The transitions are given in Table N. Sevcrl tr;msitions wcre r~sctl for the determination of thc dipole conlponents of 35C135C102. Taking into account that p(, was expectetl to be ~nuch smaller than p c , two transitions depended essentially only on p , , , t h e e mostly on p,, and two on tmt,h. The transitions are described in Table V . Sornc of the transitions investigated appeared as doublets or quartets due to 35Cl hyperfine splitting. In these cases the Stark shifts of the observed lines were averaged to yield the shifts of the whole transition. The dipole moments were calculated from a set of equations where C, and C, are calculated from Eqs. (5) or (6) for unit dipole moment components.
All shifts for all the transitions were equally weighted and fitted to Eq. (6) using the method of least squares. The Stark coefficients, field strengths, observed Stark shifts as well as the residuals from the fits are presented in Tables IV and V, too. Although the calibration factors determined for SO:! w e e with each other to within 1%, and the scatter within each data set is small, the constraints of the experimental setup mentioned above do not justify reporting the dipole moments derived here to better than about 2%. The dipole moment components of FC102 and its total value are both ClCl02 and FClO2 the 2% uncertainties reported are approximately double the la uncertainties derived from the scatter within each data set. Possible centrifugal distortion effects on the S02, FC102, and ClCl02 dipoles have not been taken into account as they are expected to be small compared with the experimental uncertainties.
C. Structural Parameters and Harmonic Force Field
The ground-state effective structure ( T O ) of ClClO2 was calculated using Rudolph's programs ~~1 1 1~ and ~~1 1 5 .~ The structural parameters were fit to the principal planar moments which were derived from the ground-state rotational constants of all four isotopomers weighted inversely proportional to the squares of their magnitudes. Following the suggestion by Rudolph,27 Pb was omitted from the fit for all but the main isotopomer. The uncertainties in Table VI reflect only those from the fit.
The TO structure was used for a calculation of the harmonic force field as described below. The harmonic contributions to the Q constants were then derived to obtain the ground-state average structure ( T , ) of 35C135C102 using Typke's program M W S T R .~~ Isotopic variations in T , were accounted for using Eq. (9).29-31
Here (u2) and K are the zero-point mean-square amplitude of a given bond and its perpendicular amplitude correction, respectively, obtained from the harmonic force field. 
(8).34
Errors of similar magnitude may be present in these T , parameters and should be considered when comparing them with theoretical results. Their effect on the results of the force field calculation is unimportant. All structural parameters, both experimental and from theoretical calculations, are given in Table VI . The harmonic force field was calculated using Christen's program NCA. 35 The calculated T , structure given above was used to describe the geometry of the molecule. The force constants were defined in terms of internal coordinates. Data for u1 were corrected because of Fermi resonance with 2~~.~ Effects of anharmonicity were reduced as described in Ref. 36 by using for wi/ui a value of 1.02 for the C102 stretching modes u1 and u5 and a value of 1.01 for all other vibrations. The input data were weighted inversely to the squares of their attributed uncertainties: The fundamentals of the main isotopomers were given uncertainties of 0.1 cm", resolved isotopic shifts were given uncertainties of 0.03 cm-', except for the shifts of u1 and Vg where they were twice as large because of Fermi resonance and weakness of the band, respectively. Twenty five times the experimental uncertainties were used for the quartic centrifugal distortion constants. Since the differences between ground state and equilibrium distortion constants due to vibrational effects are difficult t o evaluate, the ground state constants were used as determined. The relative weight of the distortion constants with respect to the vibrational data was chosen to ensure convergence of the fit and a satisfactory reproduction of both types of input data. Precise rotational and centrifugal distortion constants have been obtained for ClC102. These constants have allowed the accurate prediction of ClCl02 spectra throughout the microwave to submillimeter regions. As a result, it has been possible t o review spectra taken during earlier studies of C100C14 and C10C102'7 for the presence of C1C102. Under the conditions described in these references ClCl02 was not an observable product in either of those experiments previously carried out in this laboratory.
The structure of matrix-isolated ClCl02 had been determined using the product rule in the symmetry class arr (v5 and v~) , assuming the C10 bond length from the comparison of C10 vibrations of ClC102, OC10, and FC102.5 As can be seen in Table VI , these parameters agree well with the present, more precise gas phase values. This demonstrates that matrix IR spectroscopy can provide reasonable structural parameters if the number of elements in the symmetry class is two or less, if matrix effects are small (e. g. in neon), and if the isotopic shifts have been determined precisely.
It is shown in Table VI that the MP2/6-31G* calculation predicted a ClCl distance that is much too long. The C10 bond length and the OClO angle are also larger than those derived from the experimental data. When larger basis sets are employed the calculated structural parameters are in better agreement with experiment, particularly for the ClCl bond length.3 The highest level coupled cluster calculation published provided very good values for the bond angles, but the bond lengths are somewhat too long. Thus, even for the highest level ub initio calculations published, the agreement with experiment is only moderate. DFT calculations with hybridized f~n c t i o n a l s '~~~~~~~ yielded similar agreement with experiment, as demonstrated for one example in Table  VI. The MP2/6-31G* method is frequently used to estimate thermochemical properties of molecules. ClC102 was predicted to be higher in energy than ClOOCl by about 100 kJ mol-1.2 Extrapolations based on different methods and large basis sets predicted this difference to be -4 f 8 kJ m01-l.~ Thus, the computations do not distinguish to within their uncertainties which is the lowest energy form of C1202.
It is shown in Table VI11 that the difference in the XC1 bond length is much larger between ClCl and ClCl02 than between FC1 and FClO2. The change is even more pronounced for the respective force constants. The larger XClO bond angle in ClCl02 compared to FClOz is. probably caused by steric effects of the ,larger C1 atom. If electrostatic repulsion between X and 0 atoms was dominating this angle the situation would be opposite because F is more electronegative than C1. In XC102 the electronegative halogen lowers the electron density in antibonding orbitals of the Cl02 group, thus shortening the C10 bond and increasing the C10 force constant. As expected, both values for CIC102 are between those of OClO and FC102; and they are somewhat closer to the latter. The smaller OClO bond angle in the chloryl halides compared to OClO can be explained by the smaller steric requirements of 3/2 electron pairs compaired t o one electron pair and one halogen atom. The OClO angle in ClClOz seems to be slightly smaller than in FC102. The trends in the bending force constants are as expected. Table IX that the present force constants reproduce the input data very well. In particular, it can be seen that AK, which was poorly reproduced intially,, is reproduced well.
It is demonstrated in
The differences between the present and the previous experimental force constants in Table VI1 are mainly in f r , f o , and f o p . The ab initio and DFT force constants agree quite well with the experimental ones. It is interesting to note that present values for f ,~ and f~o agree better with the theoretical values than the previous values. However, rather large differences compared to the experimental values and among the theoretical calculations, for example in some of the diagonal force constants, as well as f~, . and f,.,., show that higher level calculations are needed to accurately describe ClCl02.
B. Dipole Moment
The dipole morrlent of CIClOa, its components along the inertial &xes as well as along the ClCl bond and in the C102 plane are shown in Fig. 3 and Table X. The latter also contains values from ab initio calculations and experimental data for related molecules. The direction of the dipole moment is the one suggested by theoretical calculation^;^^'^^^^ in the present study, as is usually the case, only the magnitudes of the components along the principal axes were determined experimentally.
As can be seen in Table VI , the MP2/6-31G* dipole moment is twice the experimental value; even with much larger basis sets MP2 calculations overestimate the dipole m~m e n t .~ The coupled cluster and density functional theory results presented in Table X show good agreement for the dipole moment and the various components.
In the chloryl halides, the withdrawal of electron density from the C102 moiety by the halogens reduce the dipole components in the Cl02 plane compared to the OClO raxcal, see Table X . Since C1 is less electronegative than F it seems reasonable that the ClCl02 value is slightly larger than the FClO2 value. These small differences should be viewed cautiously because of the comparatively large uncertainties in the dipole components. It is interesting to note that pxcl in ClClOz is almost as large as in FC102, an indication of a fairly ionic ClCl bond in the former molecule.
C. Nuclear Quadrupole Coupling Constants
Because of the C, symmetry of the molecule there is only one off-diagonal quadrupole coupling constant, xac, for each nucleus. Since it was not determined, certain assumptions have t o be made in order to diagonalize the quadrupole tensors. For the terminal C1, assumption I is that the z-axis lies along the ClCl bond; assumption I1 is that there is no T bonding in the ClCl bond and therefore cylindical symmetry about the z-axis. As can be seen in Table XI , the results are fairly similar: the ClCl bond is moderately ionic, comparable to the XCl bonds in HCI and IC1; even according to assumption I, the T character of the ClCl bond is small. DFT calculations yield diagonal coupling constants which are in good agreement with the experiment, and they indicate a situation between assumption I and 11, but very close t o assumption I.
It is interesting to compare the quadrupole coupling constants of OClO and FC102 with those at the central C1 in CIC102. For this comparison, the OClO molecule was rotated so that its molecular plane is in the Cl02 plane of the ClCl02 molecule, and the axis through the 0 atoms is parallel to the b axis; the quadrupole coupling constants have been transformed accordingly and are collected in Table XII . The constants of ClClO2 are between those of FC102 and those of OC10, much closer to the former. Assuming that the changes in the quadrupole coupling constants from OClO to the chloryl halides are a measure of the ionic character of the XC1 bond and thus also a measure of the electron withdrawal at the central C1, the ionic character of -1/3 for X=Cl yields an ionic character of -0.45 for X=F if one compares the X b b values. The slightly smaller values are obtained for the other x i i probably reflect an additional small reorientation of the field gradient in the ac symmetry plane. Parent and GerryIg obtained an ionic character of 0.64 for the FC1 bond in FC102 assuming the population of the 3pb orbitals to be the same in FC102 and in OClO in an orientation analogous to the present one. Considering the assumptions made in both studies, the agreement between both values is reasonable.
As can be seen in Table XII , DFT is capable of predicting diagonal quadrupole coupling constants of the central C1 well, too; one of the principal quadrupole axes is close to the ClCl bond, see Table XI1 and Fig. 4. 
V. CONCLUSION
The present investigation of the rotational spectrum of ClC102 allows the precise prediction of its spectrum in the ground vibrational state well into the submillimeter region.
The gas phase molecular structure, dipole moment, and quadrupole coupling constants have been determined experimentally for the first time. These properties provide important reference points for ab initio or DFT calculations which are often used to evaluate thermochemical properties of molecules. The deficiencies of the highest level ab initio and DFT calculations to describe the C1202 isomers make them ideal candidates for further tests. The experimental data of C1C102 fit well into the series of related compounds. The good agreement between the gas phase structural parameters and those from a matrix IR study shows that matrix-isolation can be used to determine reasonable structural parameters under favorable conditions. Table I assignments, u11-certainties" (kHz), and resitluals (kHz) (0-c) Table VI. 'According to Reference 15, sig(xic) = -sig(x&); see Table   XI. gDerived from e,,, xcc, and xaa.
hTaken from B3LYP calculation.
